Municipal course improvement
A committee’s recommendations

Editor’s note: GOLF BUSINESS has had a lot of print about municipal golf courses lately. It is hard to get daily fee and municipal operators to agree on any facet of the difference between the two. However, I think any superintendent will agree that a golf course should be run to the limits of available resources, quality-wise. We received a case study recently from a group which is trying to iron out the problems involved with four municipal courses within a fairly large city. We are going to run a series, beginning with this article. The next will involve operations. Notice in particular that the courses do not have a superintendent per se, meaning a qualified individual. Perhaps some of these problems could have been avoided. However, with superintendents on the committee to clean up the act, it shouldn’t be long, if their recommendations are followed, before the courses are the most attractive part of the city.

It is quite apparent to the Golf Council members that the present system of having each course being solely responsible for its own condition is simply not working. With each course having varying degrees of inadequate maintenance supervision, the results are quite evident. None of the courses is maintained properly nor are they of the high quality one might expect from a city with a populace of over 750,000. We are not a small city and yet better courses can be found in cities one fourth our size. We feel that a truly qualified expert in course maintenance should be hired, separated from operational responsibilities with specific responsibility of improving and maintaining all four of the public courses. His yearly job retention should be predicated on accomplishment alone. The present course managers and superintendents simply do not have the qualifications necessary to get the job done adequately. Under an expert’s care, they would have a better chance to offer finer golf facilities. We also feel that the appointment of the present golf administrator has compounded the problems at the four courses. Although he is a golfer of some merit and a former businessman, the positions we envision require persons with a better working knowledge of golf course operations and maintenance. Some of Mr. — attempts at improving the course appear very questionable. It is felt that an expert in his position would not have implemented such counterproductive measures as cart paths in the center of fairways and high mounds of dirt and rough to slow down play. His accomplishments of merit thus far seem negligible. The lack of respect of his managers and other personnel at the golf courses is a serious concern. To say he hasn’t done his best is not intended. He should be complimented for at least trying to improve the lot of the public golfer. We feel, with his background in con-
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struction, he could be more productive in other areas of government which better utilize his expertise in that area. The Council heartily agrees that the position of administrator should be non-political and only available to someone who meets the most expert qualifications. One who will command respect because of past accomplishment, having successfully improved and/or maintained similar public facilities. Now is the time for such a change if we are serious about improving the public golf courses. The golfing public demands and deserves a vast improvement to these recreational facilities. These improvements can only come about through utilization of hired talent. Our present system simply doesn't work nor are the results acceptable. We further believe that a standardization of improved procedures is sorely needed. The individual golf course operations managers should have more clearly defined responsibilities, greater responsibility with more authority. As it is now, they just do not act on their own without clearance from the administrator on almost all matters. Much of the work they should be doing is left undone as a result. We strongly feel that the operations manager should not have any authority over the condition of the golf courses. Their concern should be centered on operations only and service to the public. They should, however, be allowed to discuss the condition of the courses with the department if they feel the conditions have an adverse effect on the golfers using the course.

Under this proposed separation of golf course maintenance and operations responsibilities, the presently owned maintenance equipment can be pooled and used more productively under a new planned schedule at each of the courses. Better and more productive equipment should be purchased to benefit all the courses equally. The present system used with each course having its own equipment, most of which stands idle a good deal of the time, is both wasteful and costly. For example, aeration of the greens and tees does not require daily, weekly or even monthly use and yet each course, except number four has its own expensive aerating equipment. Herbicide application and fertilization equipment are also in the same predicament. Some of the herbicide application is even being done by hand. This is certainly a good example of non-productive, unnecessary and costly maintenance. Modern equipment for that purpose under the new system could be transported to the different courses as needed and the job completed in less than 10% of the time it now takes. This system would soon create experts in each phase of maintenance who would ultimately take greater pride in their accomplishments and do an excellent job.

Since manpower in all phases of the maintenance and operations of the golf courses must be productive as well as expert, we recommend a complete review and revision of all job descriptions and expert evaluation be made of the people presently employed. These newly written descriptions should give supervisors greater latitude in the use of their people. For example, we don't feel that it is proper for maintenance people to perform operations requirements but they should be expected to perform all phases of maintenance such as cut-
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**There's No Mistaking Smithco Quality**

**There's no mistaking a Red Rider!**

SMITHCO'S work cart is the work horse on any golf course. It's tough Big Red power head gives it performance to spare. The RED RIDER is the easiest loading, easiest operating, most durable work cart in America. And, the easiest to maintain. No transmission, no differential, easily serviced with standard tools. It runs long. It runs hard. And it doesn't cost a bundle to operate. That's a SMITHCO RED RIDER!
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improvements needed at two of the four courses are full 18-hole cart paths. Containing golfers and carts on the cart paths during rainy weather or while improving sections of the course is the only sure-fire way to improve and maintain the courses. New golf courses may be developed should include cart paths within the original plans for the course. It is mandatory that the grass areas be kept free of as much traffic as possible.

The simple at-random installation of cart paths in the fashion now being used is not practical. Such a system should be designed by experts with concern for both safety and convenience. As we stated earlier, running cart paths down the left side or center of fairways is counter-productive. It tends to slow down the play by inconveniencing the majority of the golfers. We note that the new cart paths at course number one have not taken this factor into consideration. The paths on the second and seventeenth holes are on the left side. Another consideration which should have been taken was the safety and convenience of the golfers approaching the next tee while the foursome ahead is in the process of hitting. The new course one second hole path begins its turn and returns down the second hole at or near the forward most (ladies) tee. It puts approaching carts directly in line with wayward tee shots to the right. The Council advisors who have experience in such design matters agree that the back-most (championship) tees should be approachable by cart paths. In the case of the second hole, the path should, or could, have proceeded all the way back and around the rear of the tee with stop points along the left side of the tee. It could then proceed a few yards and cross over to the right side a short distance in front of the tee so as not to have an effect on the flight of the ball. Ball washers also are now placed in very inconvenient and meaningless locations. With the continuous cart path system, the washers should always be placed adjacent to the rear-most tee area on the principle that everyone riding carts must pass the tee while enroute to the tee of their choice. Golfers will often proceed by foot forward to the ball washer while golfers behind them are teeing off. Even though they have little regard for their safety, it should be the obligation of the golf courses to make the courses as safe for play as possible. This Council urges consideration and immediate action to relocate the present ball washers to meet a newly designed cart path route which services the entire course from first tee to eighteenth green. We realize that cost considerations have been part of the reasoning behind the failure to put in cart paths to date. The Golf Council also understands that funding will be a continuous problem in the implementation of such improvements. This capital should be sufficient to fund such improvements to a large degree.

The ball washers now in use are also very poorly maintained. Brushes are worn, many are without water, without cleaning detergent, and have no shoe scrapers. Each tee box should have a serviceable ball washer with clean scrapers. A clean ball and dirt-free shoe cleats are required to effect the maximum hit of the ball. Golfers who do not have this required set up are disadvantaged. There should also be benches installed at each tee for those who must wait to tee off and shelters appropriately placed throughout the course for protection. Again, the positioning should be well thought out taking into consideration not to place them where they might obstruct play or endanger the users.
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**NOT JUST A SPRAYER.**
**A BETTER WAY TO SPRAY.**

Cushman's Sprayer attaches to the 18-hp Cushman Turf-Truckster, a vehicle that's light enough to drive onto greens, and mobile enough to take into most turf areas that require spraying.

But the Turf-Truckster doesn't just give the sprayer mobility. The vehicle's optional PTO, which attaches directly to the transmission and the ground speed governor, keeps the spray rate consistent regardless of terrain, insuring accurate spray distribution and less chemical waste.

The Cushman Sprayer has a lightweight, corrosion-resistant polyethylene tank. And, a jet agitator that keeps solutions in constant suspension.

For ground spraying, there's an optional 15' rear boom. Its two arms swing on 4-way hinges to let you maneuver easily between trees. For spraying trees and bushes, there's also an optional handgun applicator.

See for yourself how the Cushman Sprayer attachment gives you a better way to spray. And how with other accessories your Cushman can top dress, aerate, and dump.

Ask your Cushman dealer for an on-turf demonstration today.

CUSHMAN
The Labor-Saving Turf System.
2007 Cushman
P.O. Box 82409
Lincoln, NE 68501
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